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SYNOPSIS

The scope of this-paper is limited to the consideration of planned utilization of the water storage capacity available in the uncan·salida~ed tertiary
and quaternary alluviums of stream valleys, interior valleys, and cpastal
plains, with particular reference to conditions in Southern California. The
objective of such utilization is to achieve maximum salvage at minimum cost
of that portion of the water supply that now wastes to the ocean or is lost
thrOugh evaporation and consumptive use by natural vegetation. To accomplish
this salvage, it will often be necessary during dry periods deliberately to draw
down the water table in the ground-water hasin much farther than it would
otherwise fall, in order to create storage capacity:
The development of commercial supplies from ground water fOr irrigation,
municipal, and other uses has caused -a certain degree of involuntary utilization of underground storage, and the extent of such 'utilization, with consequent salvage, will increase as further development of ground-wa~er supplies
proceeds. NuiQ-erous artificial recharge, or spreading, projects have been
initiated, but the net effect of many of these has been limited to keeping the
water table slightly higher in dry yEiars than it would have been otherwise.
The ground-wa~· basins \Yould have filled during wet periods from natural
percolation without spreading. No deliberate attempt has been made during
drought periods to create additional u.nderground capacity to be filled by
water salvaged during later wet periods. Carefully planned utilization of
the immense potential storage capacity available in the alluviums with groundwater basins operated ·in a manner somewhat analogous to surface reservoirs
can frequently achieve a much greater salvage.
In some instances, only planned operation of the ground-water _basin .is
required to produce· ample conservation to meet the need for additiomil
water. In other c'ases, the constructio~ of relatively small surface reservoirs
to act as regulatory storage that increases stream-bed percolation and .artiN
l Published in. Jalluary, 1952, a.s Proceedings-&parale No, 114-.
are those i - ect when the paper was received for publication.
l Cons, Engi"., Los Angeles, Calif.
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ficial recharge thus will be operated in conjunction with underground storage
to achieve maximum conservation necessary. In general, costs for undefground storage should be far less than for the equivalent amount of salvage
obtained by construction t:tnd operation of surface reservoirs alone. Few
surface reservoir· sites of large .capacity, high yield, and low cost are still
unused. Properly operated, there are no evaporation losses from most underground reservoirs, but, generally speaking, water must be pumped from them
for ·use, thus adding to the final cost. However, this is not often a major
item in the economic comparison of u:ttderground storage versus surface storage·
alone.
To obtain the full conservation. of available water supplies at a reasonable
cost- will require the extensive utilization of underground storage, as will the
large scale reclamation of sewage. ThorOugh investigation of the hydrology of
the ground-water basins must precede development and utilization. To
create storage capacity and tO supply adjacent areas of deficiency, the exportation of pumped water from ground-water basins of large potential capacity
and· with ample tributary inflow may be required. ·A change in the location
and pattern of Pumping may be indicated.
Owners of overlying land and others having prior rights in the groundwater basins often object to the utilization of underground storage when an additional lowering of water table during dry periods, causing increased pumping
costs, is necesSary. Complex physical, engineering, financial, and legal
1
problems are involved.

INTRODUCTION

There is ~ regrettable tendency during drought periods to regard any
drop in the water table of. ground-water basins as a danger sign, without
pausing to consider that the supply of water to the water table at such times
is below, average and that such a drop, in some instances, may be actually
-beneficial in salvaging wasteful consumptive use and in providing space for
storage of. later surplus water.s. The_ ideal situation in the minds of many
is to keep ground-water b~sins as nearly full as possible at all times, and
large expenditures have sometimes been made for that purpose. The net
result has frequf;!;ntly been- a slight saving of pumping '?osts and a large waste
of water that could have. beeD. Uf'!ed to good adv~ntage elsey.rhere in areas
of deficien.cy.
HYDROLOGY

An excellent treatise on the hydrology of ground-water basins has been
given by Harold Conkling,' M. ASCE. The subject will be treated here
only in sufficiellt detail to serve as a backgrqund for the discussion of utiliza.:.
tion of underground-Storage. ·
General Hydrologic Equation.-The various eleffients involving supply
to, ·and disposal fro.m, a ground-water unit, including the overlying surface,
2

"Utiliza#on of Ground-Wa-ter Storage in Stream System Development," by Harold Conkling,
ASCE, Vol. 111, 1946, p, 275.
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are related in accordance with the·following equation:

us.e by. natural or artificial vegetation, deriving its water supply. directly from
the.water table; ai·'tifici~l .drainage;· and change in storage berieath the water
table.
The· elevation of the water table affects the magniiude of underflow,
effluent seepage, drainage, and consumptive use. In· cases in which. underflow, drainage, and-eftluent seepage serve as soui·ces of supply to" lower basinS, no
over-all salvage can- be attained by decreasini-these items-through a lowering
of the,WH.ter ·table in· a basin. However, if there. are: areas of natural -waterconsUming vegetation that feed directly on the water table, considerable
salvage sometimes can be achieved by such lowering. Incretising artifiCial
extractions and exporting the water to other aveas of deficiency may accomplish
the desired result.
Some ground- water must be allowed to escape _from --the basin -in order
to prevent a gradUal build.:.up-of dissolved-salts to undeSirable con'centraticins.
Disposal from the wateT table must equal the supply to it. If the net change
in storage over a, coTiiplete cycle of dry and wet periods i's negative, th(m the
basin is oy_erdrawn with respect t<;> _the historic conditions. of supply.
Safe Yields:-Safe yield may be defined as the average annual Tate of
artifi_cial extraction from a ground-water basin which will not:

+ P + U; +I; ~ Q,+ U, + C + I, + Ll. S . ......... (1)
is ,·the SU~·face inflOWj P is the pr8cipitatio~ ·on :the Sl,U:"fac-~; ·. U~
Q,,

in. whi_ch Qi
i~ -,the amount of und!3~·flow entering the unit; It is the. artificial importation
of water or sewage; Qo is the surface outflow; Uu is the -amount of underflow
lea,ving the unit;.
is the consumptive use (evapo-transPiration losS)'.; Io
is the artifieial._exportation of water or se.wage; a:n:d A ,S. is the change in storage.
The change in storage as used in this equation includes not only that oc~mr
rii\g b~neath the water table (surface of the saturated alluvium), but also that
~ithi;n the root .zone and_ between the root .zone and the· water_ table,· ·0.-v,er
the period of time ·considered.
All the, elements of supply and disposal (with the possible expeptionof
precipitation)_ are, or can be, affected to .~orne degree by. man's .activities.
Supply to the Water Table.-The sum of the following items, coTrected
for any change i_n stmi],ge _as .previously d6fined is ~he agg~egate._ amount of
water reaching the -water table: percolation from. ,,Precipita~ion; st.ream-bed
percolation; artificial recharge through spreading. grounds and diffu,~i-on w6lls;
underflow into· the ground-water unit; return flow frorp_ irrigationi: return
flow from cesspools and septic tanks; and leakage. from water mains. In
many ground-water basins, the oppmtunity'for stream~bed percolation iS limited
by a high ground-water table.
As previOusly stated, each of these items is affected by artificial development and culture. To· illustrate: In a natui-al state the average percoiation
of precipitation is comparatively small b~cause the type and density of
natural vegetation that becomes established consume· nearly all of- the average rainfall. · When irrigated culture is ·substituted for natural vegetatiOri, the
percolation of precipitation tends to increase·'·beca·use the initial' soil· m-oisture
d~ftciency at the .onset of the rairiy season i_s di::m,-eased. The regulation o_f rimoff may increase stream-bed pei·Col3.tion and allow greater artifiCial recha1;ge.
The regulation from a portion bf t,h6· watershed 'ftllows a greater proportion of
'the runoff from other areas to. pei'Colate or be-· spread. -Strearri-bed percolation may be entirely or parti~lly cut ·off by the -construction of lined flood cOntl:~l channels.
·
If the ground-water basin has a large Capacity, enabl~ng it tci be drri.wn
do,Vll without any danger of deficiency and, as is sometimes the case, ~f it _will
fill from natural percolation during wet periods, there is little be'ne:fi:t- to be
obtained from artificial recharging; other than that of keeping the water
table slig~tly higher during dry periods. Very little over-a_ll conservation is,
.achieved. It must also be emphasized. that if -spreading is ·ben-eficial, the
tl:ue salvage obtained is the differerice between the a~ount.pf water spread and
the amount that would have percolated naturally if all~~v~d. ~o reJl:l.ain in the
stream chanrtel.
.'""·
Disposal fmm the Water Table:- Water reaching th~ water table is ,dis-'
Posed of by means- of the following items: Artificial extractions; unde-fflow
out of the g1;ound-Water unit; effluent seepage (or rising wat·e1') j ·G·ons'Umptive
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a. Exceed the difference -between the _.average annual· supply to_ the waste
water table as defined previously and the average annuaL disposal from the
watel· table by underflow, eftluent seepage, drainage, and direct ConsUmptive use;
_
q, Lower the water table sufficiently t'o permit ~ntrusion 'of sea_ water Or
other water of ~ndesirable quality or. to 'prevent sufficient flow through the
basin to maintain proper balance of dissO'rved salts;
c~ Lower the water table beyond the_-economic limit for cost of pumping; or
d~ Interfere- with prior rights of others in adj_acent .ground-water- basinS.
It is apparent from this line of reasoning that safe yield is not a Unique
nor a fixed value. It is alsG obvious that the water table must be lowered
somewhat ·below· that for natural conditions in order that'there may be.a safe
yield, since safe yield represents, in part, salvage from natural procesSes of
disposal by underflow, eftluent seepage, and direct consumptiVe use. This
salvage _can be achieved only- be "lowering 'the water table. A lowering of the
water table may increase the stream-bed percolation and_ piovide more space
for storage of surplus water in wet years. The value of safe yield-if:! depe'nd~nt,
then; Other factors remaining the same, upon the~assumption that is made
as to the average elevation of the water .table to be maintained. With extractions limited to safe yield, the water table will fluctuate around this·
aVerage mqre or less in accordance with the sequence of wet and dry years.
Safe Yielq._ changes in magnitude as cultural -activities and developments
alt~r .the .supply to the wat'er table and disposal theTefrom. Methods of
detBrffiilling Safe :Yield have been adeq~ately,treated. 2 • 3
''-'Report of Referee,!'- by-Ha:r~ld Conkling, Geor~e B. Gleas6n,·and Elmer C. MarliO.ve,-Raymond
Basin Area Reference, Vol. 1, Div. of Water Resources,"Dept. of Public Works, State of California, 1043
(City of'P.asadena va City· of Alhambra, et'al, No. Pasadena C-1323).
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Storage Capacity.-For the utilization of underground storage, the storage
capacity available must be estimated from average specific yield, area; and
the depth to which the basin may be dewatered below the highest allowable
water table. The limitations on illaximum depth to which a basin can,be ·unwatered have been di13cussed previously.
In_' confined (or pressure) aqUifers there is some small change in storage in
th!3 aquifer itself and some leakage from the confining strata as pressure .is
decreased. Storage capt;~.city in such aquifers is not available for utilization
unless it is possible to dra\v the piezometric level down below the top of the
aquifer so that a free w,ater table results.

strictions and other natural-impediments to. the movement of ground water
divide the area into hydrologic- units, or ground-water basins, These basins
are delineated in Fig. J.. Eastern. Blisin, lying mostly in Los Angeles County,
·will not be further considered in this p9,per.
South and'southwest of the-.pressure line that runs east and southeast from
Ventura to the fD-OUntains on the south- side ()f Pleasant Valley, in California (as shown in Fig. 1), the ground-water aquifers are overlain and confined by a relatively impermeable cap of clay and fine-grained silty deposits
having considerable ·thickness. The bottom of this confining member is
some distance below s~a level in all parts of the plain. water in these a·quifers
is under pressure and has,_produced numerous·.artesian or flowing wells. ·
Inla~d from -t~e pressure line, there are no eXtensive confining members,
and free water-table conditions exist. Montalvo B·asin acts as the 'fo~ebay
area, or storage reservoi_r, from which grou:n,d water moves into the pressure
aquifers· of the'- coastal' Plain. The Santa Clara River System thus supplies
nOt only its own valley- but all of the coastal plain including the- western
pcirtion of Pleasant Valley. If the severe overdl·aftexisting_in thenonpressure
portion of Pleasant Valley were supplied, and if 'sufficient additional water
could be imported ahd. spread, it is possible that this area cou~d alsO act as
a .forebay ar.ea to partly supply the pressure aquifers of the southerly portion
.
of the co~stal plain.
The totaL average aJlnual surface inflow to Santa Clara River in Veritura
c'ounty is·C~t,i~at~d at.about_230,000 acre-ft~ of which nearly'40% is contrib-

PROJECT FOR VENTURA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

General Description of the A1·ea and its Hydrology.-Three river systems
(Ventura River, Santa Clara River, and Calleguas Creek). drain most of
Ventura, County, plus a considerable area in Los Angeles County (in California)
lying .to the east,_ a.sc shown by Fig.!. For purposes of this paper, only those
·5
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FIG. 1.-GROUND*WA'l'ER BAsiNS IN VENTURA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

portions of Ventura County drained by or ~upplied by the Santa Clara River
will be considered; The river and its tributaries, Sespe Cr~ek and Piru Creek,
are the only sourqes from which sig~ificant a-mounts of new water may be
made available by conservation measures to supply the coastal plain and
areas.to the south of the Santa Clara River Valley.
· Ground water is· extensively produced from alluvial deposits that range
in thickness fro~ 100 '-"~r less up .to several thousand feet. Lateral cOil-
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FIG. 2.~ANNUAL RuNoFF IN SvSPE AND Pmu CREEKS'

uted by Sespe Creek and about 20% by Pir.u Creek. The extreme 'Variation
iJ;l annual runoff -and -,.tho. more or less cyclic character of the supply is showp_
by the hydrograph. {Fig., 2). Annual runoff in Sespe Creek has varied from
a minimum of -9% of average flow to a maximum of 430% of average. Inflow
during wet periods is m'uch ·more than sufficient to fill all ground-water basins
along the river.
Two spreading areas are in use_ at the present_ time (December, 1951)-:one near Piru, Calif., with a capacity of 75 cu ft per sec· and the other near
Saticoy, Calif., -with a capacity of 145 cu ft per sec.
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A drought similar to .the olle that occUrred from 1923 to 1936, inclusive,
has been used as the critical period in studies for the project. Combined
average annual runoff in Sespe and Piry Creeks during_ this period was 54%
of the long-terill mean.
I tis estimated that the average annual waste tO the ocean in the Santa Clara
River,- with present culture and existing conservation Works A would be· 36,000
acre-It for a drought period similar to ·that of 1923-1936. Of this total,
24,000 acre-It would be from Sespe Creek and 3,000 acre ft from Piru Creek.

struction and operation of surface reservoirs on tributary streams will keep
these basins full, unless they are utilized as underground storage reservoirs.
Over much of the coastal plain, the water (or piezometric level) is· now
below sea· level 1 as shown by Figs. 4 and 5, and evideilce indicates that sea
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Fl:G, 3,-FJ.UCTUATION OF WATER TABLE

This is the water that could be salvaged during droughts by additional conservation works. The average annual waste during wet p~]:iods similar
to 1937-1944 would be 7 to 8 times greater. Waste during drought periods
will decrease as further development increases the demand for ground Water,
thereby causing a greater lowering of the water table in the Fillmore and
Santa Paula Basins (in California). This lowering will give greater opportunity
for stream-bed percolatio:q_, and the net consei·vation efficiency of any surfaCe_
reservoirs that may be built will tend to decrease: "Fiucturi.tions of water
table at wells in -.basins supplied· by Santa Clara RiveT are· shown 'in Fig. 3.
Although wide fluctuations are shown for Piru Basin, it- is believed that there
can be no overdraft there because of the ample depth ·of saturated alluvium
remaining below the low point that has been, or may be, reached by the water
table and the fact that the basin will always fill during wet periods. Fluctuations of the wat'er table in al~ ~~~.sins above Satico)r, will tend to increase
because of inc:~;eased demand, ~ l.ihere is no danger of overdraft. The· con-
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1949

water intrusion ha~ already advanced inland to some extent. The groundwater conditions on the Oxnard Plain in April, 1949, are indicated by the
following table:
Elevation in feet
below sea level

0

-10
-20
-30
-40
-50

Area, in acres

55,500
38,900
21,600
15,900
7,000
1,500

As indicated by the profile across the plain for spring, 1947 (Fig. 5), the tra.nsmissibility of the pressure aquifers is insufficient to meet the demand even with
the .Montalvo Basin, (the forebay area) nearly full, unless a steep hydraulic
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gradient is produced by drawing the piezometric level-below. sea level in-distant portions on·th(} plain.
Available storage capacity in the l\1ontalvo Basin is ·about 80,poo acre-ft
above the record low Point reached in 1931. It- is believed that the· basin
shpuld not be drawn below this point as the average water--table elevation
at that time was only about 25 It above sea level. The supply to the Man160

miles of highway on extremely mountainous terrain ai·e reloca-ted. This is
usually a very expensive undertaking.
CurVes of annual yield for these reservoirs are given in Fig. 6. Curve A
in each case represents yield that might be obtained from the reservoirs if
all present downstream rights, other than gravity rights diverting directly
from the stream, could be disregarded; that is; if there were no utilization of
the ground water that is now supplied by the stream. · Curve B represents
new water added annually to the existing supply of the Santa Clara River
system during_'the critical period, from runoff available at the dam site. ·This
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talvo Basin from the San_ta Clm;a_ .. RiVer during Q_rought periods, without

upstream regulation, is about 34,000 acre-ft per yr, whereas total demand on
the basin is 61,000 acre-It per yr (1950). As cultural, development proceeds,
the supply to the Montalvo Basin will decrease,. and the demand on it will increase, thus aggravating the situation unless remedial measures are undertaken.
The problem, then, is to supply Sufficient supplemental water to the coastal
plain to maintain the piezometric surface above sea level at all times, or to
maintain a ground~water ridge along the coast. S_tudies indicate that an
average of 27,000 ·acr~_.:ft should be· provided annuallY by the initial project
during drought period$,_ and that the need for new water may rise to an ultimate
of 53,000 acre-It per year.
Yield and Cost of 8~1jace Reservoi1's.-Feasible r~SCJ.'voir sites capable of
salvaging significant amounts of water exis.t only on Sespe ·and Piru Creeks.
The three most likely sites-Cold Spring and Tapa Tapa on Sespe Creek and
D'evil ·CanYon on Piru' Creek-'·'Will be described in this paper. 'l'he capacity
of'- Oo.ld- Spring ·ReservOir iS limited tti about·'40,000 acre-ft: unless se.vera.l
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presumes the reservoir to be operated in a conventional manner. with more
or less uniform annual release in the regimen of demand, without regard to
any planned utilizatio:p_ of ground water. Some .of this new water for smaller
capacities would be from the percolation of spill. Curve C represents new water
that wo-uld be add.ed with the reservoir operate<i in conjunction with underground st~rage. Water stored in the reserv.oir would be released as soon and
as fast as it could be •stored undergro:und. Diversion from the release for
immediate use would be made whenever possible, but the regimen of release
would not be related to_ such use but·rather to the ca:paeity of the stream bed
and Spre~ding grounds to absorb the wat~r. Other water would be spread
first, when available, in order to achieve maximum salvage. Wells would
be in~talled and water pumped as needed ·from the underground to supply
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areas of- deficiency distant from the underground. reservoir. Under this'
latter plan of operation, surface reservoirs act merely as· regulatory storage
to enable the runoff to percolate naturally or arti_ficially, but the t~ue storage
reservoir is underground.
As previously stated, as cultural development proceeds, the amount- Of
new water- that will. be added -by reservoirs to the supply that would otherwise
exist will-· progressively decrease. Evaporation and prior gravity rights we1~e
deducted in calculations for .aU,curveS of Fig. 6. Curves -B· and C ·are based
on the critical period from May, 1923, to November, 1936,_inclusive.
All of the new water added by Devil Canyon Reservoir on Piru Creek
'}'OD;ld not rea:ch the Coast:al plain, where the .true shortage is, in; time to__~be
qf benefit. A consi'derable- proportion of water released from the resel'voir
during drought periods would percolate within _Piru Basin and .remain there,
keeping the water table somewhat higher than otherwise.
With runoff on_ Sespe Creek controlled at Tapa Tapa, it is estimated that
natural percolation and spreading of runoff from other portions of the watershed would ·contribute an average-of 4,000 acre-ft per yr additional water to
the supply. This reduces the amount of new water that must be added
directly by surface or underground reservoirs to 23,000 _acre-ft per yr. Preliminary estimates of capital costs for these three reservoirs are pres·entBcf in
Fig. 7. These curves are based. On the critical period from May, 1923, to
November, 1936, inclusive, and include an allowance for silt storage capacity
f.or 25 years._
PROPOSED SoLUTION FOR 'l'HE CoASTAL PLAIN,

To provid~ 23,000 acre-ft ~f new water annually by the construction and
operation of surface reserVoirs only would require 40,000 acre-ft of capacity
at Cold Spring (including 4,000 acre-It for sediment storage) and 125,000
~cre-ft at Topa Topa (including 6,000 acre-It for sediment storage). The
cost f~r this program would be approximately $14,300,000 for the constructim;t
of the dams and reservoirs alone (1950). By building Cold Spring Reservoir
to a capacity of 40,000 acre-It and Topa Topa to 34,000 acre-It (with the'same
'allowances for sedilnent). and operating these reservoirs in. conjunction with
the 80,000 acre-ft of underground storage capacity available in the Montalvo
Basin (assumed to be full at beginning if the critical period), the cost. of construction- of surface reservoirs could be redu~ed .to $7,600,000 (1950), This
is the project that is· proposed for 'construction.
To this latter cost should be added the cost of drilling and equipping the
6 or 8 wells necessarY and the cost of pumping water from Montalvo Basin.
These wells need not be more· than 250 to 300 It deep, and the pumping lift
Would not be mol'e 'than, 150 ft. While these additional c·osts 'hliVe-·not ,been
definitely estimated, it is apparent that they would be far less than the
$6,700,000 saving over the cost of construction of the sUrface reservoirs.
Not all of the water put into Montalvo Basin would need to be pumped,
since some wOuld be ·distributed through the underground aqliife1~s leading
O~t·from the basin.·
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No plans have been formulated to provide the 26,000 acre-It of additional
new water that will be required each year eventually. An examination of the
yield and. cost .curves (Figs. 6 and 7) will show that it would be extremely
expensive to secure this additional water by the construction and ope_ratit?n of
··sv.rface reseTvoirs alone. Underground storage capacity in Fillmore Basin
is estimated at 170,000 acre-ft,per 100 ft of depth and 125,000 acre-It storage
is available in Santa Paula. It is possible that these underground reservoirs
could be operated in conjunction with some additional regulatory surface stor~
age to provide more water for the coastal plain at considerably !'educed cost.
The operation of these basins would reduce some of .the present wastef~Lcon
sumptive use by natural water-loving vegetation along the river, but-at the
same time remove the small degree of flood protection that this vegetation
pTesently affords to adjacent agriCultuTallands.
Distribution of Water to the Coastal Plain.-Three possible means of distributing new water to the coastal plain to prevent further intrusion of sea ·
water are under consideration:
1. Cessation of pumping where and when the piezometric level falls to
sea level, and supply to the affected areas by means of a surface distribution
system. This would require very careful control and would present. difficult
distribution problems, and the cost of the distribution system would be high,
It would meet serious objection from. irrigators who prefer the ease and con~
venience of irrigating with pumped water. A direct charge for water applied
on the surface would· be considerably greater than the preSent cost of pumping
ground water, and ·legal means of compelling cessation of pumping would
be required.
2. Injection through diffusion wells into aquifers of the pressure area at
strategic points. This injection would not interfere with the present pumping
pattern. A .high quality water, free of suspended and colloidal matter, would
be required, so that water pumped from Montalvo Basin would be suitable.
Careful control to keep the piezometric level above sea level at aU points would
be necessary. HoweVer, the distribution system need not be so extensive
as that necessary for the first alternative, although the plan would -require
considerable preliminary investigation as to feasibility.
3. Building up a ground-water ridge along the coast by means of diffusion
wells. This might be the simplest and least costly method, but considerable
investigation would be necessary to. determine its feasibility and the amount
of water needed, Full advantage could be ·taken of the transmissibility. and
the storage capacity of inland aquifers since there would be no necessity of
keeping the piezometric level there above sea level.
CENTRAL CoASTAL PLAIN PRESSURE AREA

Montebello Basin acts as the forebay area for much of the central coastal
plain pressure area (Los Angeles County, in California) "in 'which there is severe
overdraft and sea water intrusion. It has been estimated that, with cultural
conditions as of 1945, by pulling the water table in Mon"tebello Basin down
an additi'onal 50ft during dry periods (thus creating storage space to be filled
during subsequent w9t periods),-a.n average of about 15,000 am·e~ft of water
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per year could b~ salvaged from the waste, using existing storage and spreading .
facilities. ?;o accomplish this, a change in the pattern of pumping would
be required, with a partial cessation of pumping from pressure aquifers near
the _coast and an increase in pumping from Montebello Basin. Water thus
pumped from the forebay area would be supplied to the coastal areas by a
s-qrface distribution system, Further sea water intrusion would be at le~st
partially halted.
.
RECLA¥ATJON OF SEWAGE

I

,

To .achieve the, maximum possible benefit from the reclamation of water
· fro~n sewage, the utilization of underground reservoirs will be necessary for both
storage and dilution. In the west basin, lying along the coast be~ween Venice
and Long Beach in Los Angeles County, extensive sea wa~er intrusion has
occurred, and pumping greatly exceeds recharge. It is proposed to add re. claimed water to the basin in this area, using spreading groundS and diffusion
wells. This appears to be cheaper than possible alternative sources ~f supply.
There seems to be little justification, however, for adding reclaimed water
to an underground basin that is not ove_rdrawn, unless the basin is to be oper~
ated aS an underground reservoir with water pumped therefrom and exported
to adjacent areas of deficiency. Otherwise, as stated before~ the only result
is to maintain the water table somewhat higher than it wOuld be were no
water added. A careful analysis of the hydrology in each case must precede
development.
FINANCIAL AND LEGAL PROBLEMS

Among- the many problems involved 1 the following five are considered to
. be of primary importance:
·
(1) How can control be retained over the sale and distribution of water
that has been salvaged by operation of an underground reservoir?
(2) Who will receive the benefit o~f such a conservation program and to
what extent?
(3) Who is to pay the costs for conservation? How are such costs to be
allocated and in what amounts?
(4)" How can a legal right be attained to operate an underground reservoir,
particularly if exportation is to be increased? Owners of overlying land and
others ha.ving land rightS would probably seek to eujqin such increase through
court action
(5) .·where it is necessary to lower the water table to,achieve salvage, are
present users· from the basin to be recompensed for the additional cost of
pumping, and, if so, by what amount? 1'he incremental cost of pumping an
acre-foot of water an additional 100 ft is about $1.70 for power only, assuming
a plant efficiency of 60% and energy at one cent per KVVH.

These similar problems are perplexing, and- no simple solution is apparent.
Present rights in the ground _water can be determined by the adjudication
procedure and these rights used as a basis for the determination of benefits
and damages. This is rather lengthy and expensive, but has been used with
success in ground-water problems in Southern California.
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· The pianned u-tiilizitioil arid op8ration of underground Storage offer the .most
e'conomiC ·means· of conservation of waste Waters· in many ar'eas. In Ventura
COunty ma~lY million'S of dOllars can be' Saved by such utilization combined
With re·gulatory Surface stm:age,- as comp·al·ed to the use of surface storage only~
:F:or sewage reclamation; u'nci.'E:b?;round reserVOirs 'must be used !~r dilution
and storage in most instances.
Utilization of underground storage is by no means a simple matter, and a
th9rqugh llydrologic investigation is necessary.
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SYNOPSIS

Since 194;3, the Allegheny Conference on Community D_evelopmellt has
been developing and backing a plan' of municipal improvement fOr the greater
Pittsburgh (Pa.) area. This paper outlines the· aims of tlie organization and
its methocl of cooperation with existing planning bo~ies. .
. Am~n~· t_llEl nl,S.ny civiC' improvements cred,ite.dtO... the. Cortference -.~re ~
1
~U_<fc~s.sful 'sm~ke ~})at~~ent _prog~a!u:, _h~g~v(,~}i ~rid .bridg~,. d6veloppi~f+t;
plallning for stJ:e3.lrt' pollution abatement, and alleviation -of parking conge;3tion
in the city. I~ ·addition,, the Conference' ha',S"be·en active in the redev~~Op~
rp.ent of Pittsburgh's Qol4en Tri~ngle distr~!J,t,.
INTRODUCTION-,··

Purpose;-7-The Allegheny Conference on Community Development '(hereafter called the Conference) is an inqorporated_, civiC' agency; pl'ivatelY
financed, ·designed t_o do a· job ·of ;research and. planning iil-'Alleghciny County,
Pennsylvania,- to '·the .end that -an over-all community development program
niight be created, and by educational means to .secure public support .for such
a· prOgram. Formed· in ·the ·spring- of -194-3, .the ·.conferenc-e- fi-rst' prod-aced
tangible results·in the early part of 1945. · Citizeri· committees, c9mposed of
persons· qua.Iifie-d- to deal.with the- particular phase· of· the program 'uhder study;
were appointed. In· sOme instances in which-local, qualified ag'encies existed,
they were asked to undertake specific studies; in other instances, stud~es have
been carried· on· by the Conference staff. Consultants have been called in
as needed.
Scope of Program.~ As a result of. the studies,,the Conference .developed
a comniunlty ·development_ Program that includeP- ·recommendations on the
following major items.: smoke pri"ntrol; flood conJr6_I;_ . high-wayS_·_and QJ;idges;

I

.
NoTE.~Published 'in May; 1952; M Proc6edings~Separatc N(); 181. Po'sitions and '·tit~es "given' are
those in offeot When ·the paper or the diseussioh was received for publication.
·
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